
GREEK INSCRIPTIONS FROM THE ATHENIAN AGORA 

(PLATES 86-88) 

N THIS ARTICLE are gathered nine unpublished fragments of inscriptions that were 
found in the excavations carried out in the Athenian Agora by the American School of 

Classical Studies at Athens.1 
Of these, two probably belong to already published documents; the remainder derive 

from hitherto unknown documents. Their dates range from the first half of the 4th century 
through the end of the 3rd century B.C. 

1 (IG II2, 138 + ). Two non-joining fragments of bluish, micaceous Pentelic marble, found 
at different times and places. 

Fragment a (PI. 86). Found on the Akropolis before 1877. The smooth-dressed left side and 
convex, rough-picked back are preserved. Above the inscribed face, an olive wreath, 0.19 m. 
in width and 0.165 m. in height, is carved into the flat surface: it is probable that there was a 
similar wreath carved level with it at the right side, where the stone is lost. Above the wreath 
is the lower part of an inset panel in relief, in which survive the legs of two draped figures, 
that on the left advancing towards the right, with his weight on the left leg and his right leg 
trailing; that on the right has his weight on the right leg and his left leg flexed at the knee, 
with the foot placed flat on the ground. The preserved height of the relief is 0.05 m. and its 
width is 0.18 m.; the framing pillar at left is 0.25 m. in width. 

P.H. 0.365 m.; p.W. 0.238 m.; Th. (top left) 0.095 m., (bottom right) 0.115 m. 
Ed. princeps, U. Koehler, IG II, 72 (= IG II2, 138). 

Epigraphical Museum Inventory E.M. 6988 

Fragment b (Pl. 86). Found on February 5, 1937, in a modern house wall in the Agora 
(U 22). The smooth-dressed right side and convex, rough-picked back are preserved. 

P.H. 0.124 m.; p.W. 0.242 m.; Th. (left) 0.104 m., (right) 0.09 m. 

Agora Excavations Inventory I 4477 

I am grateful to Professor H. A. Thompson, the Director Emeritus of the Agora Excavations of the 
American School of Classical Studies at Athens, for permission to study and to publish the Agora fragments. I 
am also grateful to Mrs. D. Peppas-Delmousou, the Director of the Epigraphical Museum, Athens, and to 
her assistant, Mrs. C. Karapa-Molisani, for permission to study and to republish the E.M. fragments. Photo- 
graphs have been provided by the authorities concerned. 

References frequently cited are abbreviated as follows: 
Agora XV = B. D. Meritt and J. S. Traill, The Athenian Agora, XV, Inscriptions: The Athenian Council- 

lors, Princeton 1974 
Henry = A. S. Henry, Honours and Privileges in Athenian Decrees, Hildesheim/Ziirich/New York 

1983 
Meritt, 1977 = B. D. Meritt, "Athenian Archons 347/6-48/7 B.C.," Historia 26, 1977, pp. 161-191 
Osborne = M. J. Osborne, Naturalization in Athens I, Brussels 1981 
PA = Prosopographia Attica, J. Kirchner, ed., Berlin 1901-1903 
PAN = Nachtraege zur Prosopographia Attica, J. Sundwall, ed., Helsinki 1910 
Pecirka = J. Pecirka, The Formulafor the Grant of Enktesis in Attic Inscriptions, Prague 1966 
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Height of letters, both fragments, line 1, 0.01 m.; lines 2-11, 0.008-0.009 m.; semistoichedon, with a 
horizontal checker of ca. 0.008 m. in lines 3ff. and a vertical checker of 0.019 m. (line 2 is more 
widely spaced than is line 3, and is set closer to line 1 than it is to line 3; the horizontal spacing 
averages 0.002 m. in lines 3-11). 

HONORS FOR XENNIAS 

a. 353/2 a. Relief Semi-ITOIX. 49 

a Wreath [Wreath] 
7rt 0ovb8t ,LOV apX[OVTOs] 

7-8 ' , 4- ?o{6?v rjl /PovArjL Ka\ r[L 6iH111,. .7.-8. . . .e7Trpvrvvev,. 4r.5 .]- 

7]b] AwopoOfo IlaXkrv[Ev EypaLarEvev,1.................] 

E7r?ErTr[a]r?, EL vFJa[Xos ......... 18......... elarer E7TEL7J 5e]- 
5 vvlas ?(TLv avrp [ayaOob 7rept rTO bij0ov TOv 'AOrvatov Kal vvv] 

KaL ev ret TrpdoCO[ev XpoVOl, 8ebox8al r7il 8tjlwiOL Tratvc-oat -leV] 
t , t [~e]:v/.,[v34 b []vva[v 'A ][ ................ .............. ]a[. 3.] 

[...... ....... -TE/av aTo-aL be avroV 0aaA]ov reaTaoW bi[.2.] 
35 

[.................................... '] evviav 'AO[. 3.] 
10 [.......] o...... 'Apov[. 10 [. . . . . . .. 

. . .. . . . .]. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .] 
[ ...................38 ....... ........'.. ]IA [. .] BO [.] 

a, 1-4, Koehler (IG II, 72); 5, Walbank; [ME]vvias, Koehler; 5-6, Koehler; 6, Walbank; [Mev]vlav 'AV- 
Zp[---] (or avbp[ayaOLag `VEKa, KTA.?]), Koehler. b, Walbank. 

[Fragment a], line 7: Less is visible here today than was reported by earlier editors: the stone appears to 
have suffered recent damage. The top of the right hasta of the first nu survives; then the stone breaks along the 
line of the left diagonal of alpha; the upper left corner of rho is preserved at the right. 

[Fragment b], line 7: Most of this alpha survives, above the delta of line 8. 
Line 8: The right foot of lambda is preserved, followed by an almost complete omicron; the vertical of 

upsilon survives, and the stone is abraded above this in a shallow "V" that should correspond to the arms of 
upsilon. Enough is preserved of each of the next five letters to make the reading certain in each case. 

Line 9: Before xi the stone is abraded, except at the upper right corner of the stoichos where there are 
faint marks that suggest the ends of the two upper bars of epsilon. Other letters reported in this line are all 
complete. 

Line 10: The right foot of the first alpha survives. At the right end, the upper parts of rho and omicron 
and the top of a left vertical, joined, apparently, by a diagonal, are preserved. 

Line 11: Under the first omicron of0 the top of an iota is preserved; the apex of a triangular letter 
follows this, with a shallow-angled stroke sloping up to the right in the rightnext stoichos, under the nextleft fstootoichos underof the left foot of the 
alpha of line 10. Further to the right, under the omicron of line 10, is the top of a vertical, and then the upper 
left corner of a right-angled letter. To the right of this, the stone breaks on the top of a curve; about one full 
space to the right of this is a triangular break that may be the apex of a triangular letter. Other marks and 
scratches resemble, parts of letter strokes but seem too high or too far to the right or left to be parts of letters. 
Any restorations offered for this line, however, must be extremely tentative. 

There is no join between the fragments, but the distance between them must be mini- 
mal: a prominent greenish mark of foliation, not quite parallel to the face in both the hori- 
zontal and the vertical axes, is visible at the bottom right of a and at the top left of b, at the 
same level on both. As a has suffered damage to its lower edge since it was first published, 
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the bottom, too, may have become abraded or damaged, and I consider it probable that there 
was originally a join between these two fragments. The nationality of the honorand is un- 
known: the stele may well have had a title inscribed above the relief, which would have 
given his full name. Koehler restored a name in line 7 ('Avbp[---], either a patronymic or 
an ethnic) but cautioned that the restoration avbp[ayaOLas EveKa] was also a possibility. 
The repetition of the letters ANAP in line 10 and their position make it clear that a name is 
involved in both line 7 and in line 10 and that this is a patronymic, not an ethnic. The new 
fragment also makes it certain that the honorand's name was Xennias, rather than Men- 
nias. This name is, so far, unattested in any Athenian context.2 Tohis thepoint, it is uncertain 
whether Xennias was an Athenian or a foreigner, but there are certain pieces of evidence 
that suggest that he was, indeed, a foreigner and that he was granted Athenian citizenship 
by the terms of this decree. These pieces of evidence are to be found in lines 9-11. 

In line 9 the letters AO that follow the name Xennias, which is in the accusative case, 
suggest irresistably the formula [elvat b]e evvlava 'AO[rovatov]. This is the normal formula 
for the grant of citizenship during the period of this decree,3 although the absence of Kai 
after [8]f is, perhaps, unusual. If Xennias is being granted citizenship, it would also be 
normal for his descendants to share in the honor: thus, one can restore the beginning of line 
10 as follows: [avrOv Kat (roVS) EKyOVovs (avrov)]. Further to the right in this line, howev- 
er, we find the word avrov^ followed by 'AvIpov[- --]. I believe that the usual formula 
must therefore be expanded and that 'Av8pov[---] was the father, or, perhaps more likely, 
the fully grown son of Xennias and was also granted Athenian citizenship by this decree;4 
this, indeed, might explain the offset position of the single surviving wreath above the in- 
scription, which, I have suggested above, may have been matched by a similar wreath on the 
right. I therefore restore tentatively as follows: [elvat b]E *evvav 'AO[rvaZov avrov KaL 

TOVS EKyOVOVS' re KaL rov vtov] av-rov 'AvSpov[- - -]. Finally, in line 11, the letter traces 
suggest the formula that normally follows the grant: [Kal ypac rao-Oat (or ypdaraofOat 8e) 
avrovs fvr ^ KaLt ljpov KaL fpacrp]ias. [ st a]v .o[v]A[s'VTrat]. There is no single document 
in which all these formulas occur exactly as I have restored them here, but the various parts 
are mostly well attested in documents of the first half of the 4th century B.C.5 

The grant of a crown of olive leaves, rather than one of gold (line 8), is unusual in a 
citizenship decree of this period, but the letter traces are unequivocal (moreover, the crown 
actually engraved on the face of the stele above the inscription is an olive wreath). 

2 [Plutarch], vit. X orat., 850 B names a 4th-century Athenian archon Xenias, but there is no other record 
of an archon of this name, and it is thought that Xenias may be a mistake for Archias (346/5 B.C.), or, less 
likely, Euxenippos (305/4 B.C.). I owe this reference to Professor Christian Habicht. 

3 See Osborne, p. 16. 
4 M. J. Osborne (per ep.) comments that all recipients in a multiple grant of citizenship normally would 

be named in the motivation clause; this is not the case here, and so he suggests that the second honorand was 
the grown son of Xennias, who "would become a citizen virtually immediately by extension of the grant to the 
K7yovot." A possible analogy for such a procedure is IG I3, 113 (Osborne, D 3), for Evagoras. Alternatively, 

Osborne suggests that this line may contain the text of an exclusion, similar to that found in IG II2, 222 (Os- 
borne, D 22), lines 18-20. I believe, however, that in such a case the reasons for the exclusion would have been 
stated in the motivation clause, as they may have been in the missing upper part of D 22. 

5 See Osborne, D 7-20. 
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The principal honorand bears a name that seems to be fairly common in the northwest- 
ern part of Greece, although no instance of it is as early as its occurrence here.6 There is also 
one instance of a name very similar to it on a gravestone found at Eleusis: IG II2, 7004, 
which records the death of Sevvreas e O'tov (PA 11186). The date of this is given in IG as 
"s. II a.", but in PA it is given as "post fin. s. IV a." Thus, Xenneas and Xennias may be one 
and the same man, or Xenneas a descendant of Xennias. 

The form of this stele is interesting. It would seem that there existed in Athens during 
the first part of the 4th century several workshops that produced stelai on which the relief 
was inset in the face of the stele, with flanking and crowning members in the same plane as 
the inscribed face, below a crowning molding, fascia, and pedimental top. About half of the 
surviving decree reliefs of the period fall into this category: the only other example of a 
carved wreath placed between the inset relief and the text of the decree is IG II2, 23.7 

2 (IG II2, 272 + ). Two non-joining fragments of micaceous Pentelic marble, found at dif- 
ferent times and places. 
Fragment a (PI. 87). Found on the Akropolis before 1913. It is broken all around and at the 
back. 

P.H. 0.113 m.; p.W. 0.081 m.; p.Th. 0.039 m. 
Height of letters 0.007-0.008 m.; stoichedon. Lines 1-4 have a horizontal checker of 0.0135 m. and 
a vertical checker of 0.015 m.; lines 5-8 have a square checker pattern, 0.0135 x 0.0135 m. 
Ed. princeps, J. Kirchner, IG II2, 272. 

Epigraphical Museum Inventory E.M. 2633 

Fragment b (P1. 87). Found on March 6, 1935, in a late context over the inner foundation of 
the Odeion (O 14). The right side is preserved. 

P.H. 0.077 m.; p.W. 0.058 m.; p.Th. 0.036 m. 

Height of letters 0.007-0.008 m.; stoichedon, with a square checker pattern, 0.0135 x 0.0135 m. 

Agora Excavations Inventory I 2580 

PROXENY FOR AN UNKNOWN MAN 

ante a. 336/5 a. ZTOIX. 43 

[..7 . .... 34 ................... a [ l[ ... ........... 

] 

[... 5.r p]oEvo ...... .... .. .................. 
[.. f ...] 'A v[ . ....... .... . ........ 

6 Professor Christian Habicht has given me several instances of the name Xennias in inscriptions from 
Delphoi and Aitolia. Under the spelling Xenias it occurs in Akarnania and Arkadia and at Amphipolis, as 
well as at Delphoi and in West Lokris. It occurs also with the spelling Xennias in Akarnania, Arkadia, 
Achaia, and at Elis. The name Xenneas is also found on Delos in 274/3 B.c.: see IG XI, 199A, line 55: _Ev- 
veat TOV 07ro-avpov avotf[avTt t]era BaKxLov. None of these instances seems to occur earlier than the second 

quarter of the 3rd century B.C. 
7 I have not made an exhaustive study of decree reliefs of this period, but, of the 42 examples included in 

IG II2, 1-327, there are 21 instances of this general type of relief: IG II2, 1, 23, 24, 28, 77, 86, 99, 101, 112, 
128, 133, 137, 157, 161, 162, 163, 165, 167,231, 248, and 263. 
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[.. 5.] [ ............... aypafal be ro'e] 
5 [rbo 1f70 l]o'Jta r[ov ypa/lAarea TOV Kara 7rpvravelav elIrSoT- 

[rjX'rv \l]0iv7r[v Kal YTTraL ev aKpO7rOAe'X els' be Tr7v avay]-- 
[paf)v rij-s o]Jr7j[A\rs bovval TOv Traulav TOV 8lOV ELKOO-tl] 

[8paXiza%s (K r]&[V KaTa 1r741pto/LaTa fl vahtLaKOvAL,Vo T WL 8X]- 
40 [I,oL ....................... .....................] 

b [ ...... .40................ 

[ ............................. ... ]a- ,40 ........ 

[.4 ................... ]a[.] 

a, 1-7, IG II2; 7-9 and b, Walbank. 
Fragment a, line 1: The foot of the vertical and parts of the bottom horizontal of epsilon are preserved. 

The iota is virtually complete. To the right of this there is a faint, slightly diagonal mark that may be the left 
foot of a mu. 

Line 4: The letter at the right-hand edge was printed by Kirchner as an undotted tau. If it is a tau, only 
the left half of the bar is preserved, and I am not completely convinced that this is a letter stroke, since there is 
also a faint diagonal mark at bottom right that might be the right foot of a triangular letter. 

Line 8: The partially preserved circular letter here has too small a diameter for omicron or theta; thus, it 
might be part of a rho, a beta, or an omega. 

Fragment b, line 1: The right foot of alpha survives. The surviving letters suggest some such restoration 
as [C7retb7 be K]a67O[lpEpr) ET7L rl 7 TP6iKOvTa rTrrXq - - --], but the formulas restored in lines 5-9 of frag- 
ment a indicate that the date of this document is likely to be after the middle of the 4th century, perhaps close to 
336/5 B.C., so that a restoration involving some form of the word 'AO0rvaiot or the locative 'AO rivrOtL is, per- 
haps, more likely. 

Line 2: [7rpoevov K]aL ?[vepyr7rnv], or [(rr-To]aL e[v aKpo7ToXE], or [avaypal]al& e[l rTrv aVrT7v 

0ar7)X7rv]? 
Line 3: The apex of a triangular letter is preserved. 

The first four lines of fragment a may involve a simple grant of proxenia or else, per- 
haps, conferral of isoteleia, such as was granted to other proxenoi and euergetai while they 
lived in Athens; this may be followed by an epimeleia clause, but no suitable restoration 
comes to mind. 

The square checker pattern on fragment b corresponds to that of lines 5-8 of fragment 
a. I suggest that the mason may have learned that he was to inscribe an amendment to the 
principal decree after he had engraved most of the document and thus decreased his vertical 
checker in order to be able to accommodate the new text. This amendment might have 
referred to an earlier grant of proxenia to an ancestor of the present honorand (fragment b, 
line 1) and to the destruction in 404/3 B.C. of the stele upon which this was recorded.8 

3 (PI. 87). A fragment of bluish Pentelic marble, found on February 10, 1936 in a modern 
context on the north slope of the Akropolis (T 17). It is broken all aroenund and at the back. 

8 For examples of the formula relating to destruction of stelai by the Thirty, see IG II2, 4, 9, 52, and 66c, 
and SEG XXIII, 48. All these examples are proxeny decrees. 
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P.H. 0.030 m.; p.W. 0.062 m.; p.Th. 0.079 m. 
Height of letters 0.006 m.; stoichedon, with a square checker pattern, 0.0105 x 0.0105 m. 

Agora Excavations Inventory I 3367 

PROXENY FOR AN UNKNOWN MAN 

ca. a. 350-300 a. ITOIX. 

[7rpo6Evov wv KaL EV?Epy]ETrlS [rov 8ri,ov rov 'AOr7valwv ---] 

[- - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - -] Ka'L - - - - - - - - - - [----__-_____--_-----]-c-7r[ ----------] 

Line 2: The upper left corner of pi is preserved; gamma or epsilon are equally likely readings. 

The hand, spacing, and letter heights are identical with those of E.M. 12736, the treaty 
with Aitolia, dated to 323/2 B.C.,9 but I doubt whether any attempt should be made to asso- 
ciate this fragment with that document. 

For the restoration offered here, see IG II2, 400, lines 10-13. The honorand, already 
holding the Athenian proxenia, would have been praised for further services to Athens 
(perhaps, as in IG II2, 400, in connection with the supply of grain) and would have been 

given further honors: the honorand of IG II2, 400 received Athenian citizenship. 

4 (P1. 87). A fragment of bluish, slightly micaceous Pentelic marble, found on May 25, 1937 
in a late Roman context in a well outside the Market Square to the southwest (E 15:5). It 
has been reworked as a stone basin; the right side, however, is partly original. The mason 
who reworked it scribed a vertical mark and two rough circles as aids to chiseling out the 
bowl. The full diameter of the bowl, of which the right quadrant survives, would have been 
ca. 0.20 m., and so the stele must have been at least 0.25 m. wide.10 

P.H. 0.147 m.; p.W. 0.092 m.; p.Th. 0.068 m. 
Height of letters 0.005-0.006 m.; stoichedon, with an almost square checker pattern, in which the 
horizontal checker is 0.0091 m. and the vertical 0.0093 m. 

Agora Excavations Inventory I 4914 

PROXENIA FOR UNKNOWN PERSONS 

fin. s. IV a. ZTOIX. 41? 

[ ................. 39 . . .. . .. . .. . ]av 

[j XLO l 28 ......... ........ . . 
... 

[. ... . . . . ... . .. .. .. .. .. . . . .. .. .. . . .. . rV 
38 

5 [i ............... .................... To 0 - 5 [, .5 ro][t~- 

9 Published by 0. Broneer, "Excavations on the North Slope of the Acropolis," Hesperia 2, 1933 (pp. 329- 
417), pp. 397-398, no. 17. 

10 Professor H. A. Thompson comments (per ep.): "The well in which this basin was found was at the 
north edge of an extensive district of marble workers. (cf. R. S. Young, Hesperia 20, 1951, p. 269f.; T. L. 
Shear, Jr., Hesperia 38, 1969, pp. 383-394). For another basin carved from an old stele, cf. Agora XIV, 
p. 188, pl. 95b (ST 532), found at the east end of South Stoa II in an early Roman industrial context." 
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GREEK INSCRIPTIONS FROM THE ATHENIAN AGORA 315 

[v .. .......... ...... TOV]S p- 

[vr ? ...... ............... ]ap 
[..3............ . .... ...]o 

[ 2.9 K. ara roYv2]9V 

10 [ 36 ]vsE..... ................. 

[ ]to.................o 
[o.......... ................. K .]vtova 

10 [ I.................3.6 .................. E]b9 a v 

[ A................33. o ......] va 
15 .......................... ..... ] vap T rO o- 

[v 31 ]........... [I ................. .]ra[. L.] VTo- 
[at ...............3 ........................ 

Line 1: The bottom of the right leg of alpha and the bottom of the left hasta of nu are preserved. 
Line 2: The right tip of the bottom stroke of sigma and the left foot of lambda survive. 
Line 3: The surviving vertical at the left is too far to the right to be an iota; the stone breaks on a suspi- 

ciously straight diagonal, so that I think that a nu must be read here. The second letter, therefore, must be an 
alpha, but the crossbar is missing. At the right edge, the left foot of alpha is preserved. 

Line 4: The left half of omega is preserved; the phrase to be restored here might be a genitive plural, such 
as [7rpo6]e'vo[v], or, as I have restored it here, a relative pronoun preceded by vr. 

Line 7: These letters are best explained as part of a name, either the middle of a forename or patronymic, 
or of an ethnic, such as some form of Aapto-ados, and thus might identify the honorands as citizens of the 
Thessalian state of Larisa.1 

Line 8: The traces here are ambiguous: the omicron has a very odd shape and might, just possibly, be a 

poor attempt at correction to a rho. The final sigma is very faint, and I am inclined to suspect a mason's error 
here: either an intrusive sigma, partially erased, or a sigma omitted and added by scribing rather than by 
engraving. Thus, one might read here OYE, OY{E), or <P>YE.12 

Line 9: The mason seems initially to have omitted the second omicron and to have inscribed an iota in the 
stoichos after mu; subsequently, he inserted the omicron and, apparently, altered the iota to nu: the diagonal of 
this nu extends into the margin, but the second vertical has been destroyed by the reworking of the stone. [Ka7ra 
ToV v]dopov is the likeliest restoration, a phrase that is found in citizenship decrees before ca. 229 B.C.,13 in 

grants of enktesis between ca. 350 B.C. and the first half of the 2nd century B.C.,'4 and in awards of gold crowns 
after ca. 304/3 B.C.15 

Line 10: The surviving letters could be restored as a masculine accusative plural (of a noun or of the 
article) or as the end of some such word as avaypae?v1s, followed in each case by ev (or by the beginning of a 
verb).16 

Line 11: The word division is probably [- - -]ov -r[- - -], but no satisfactory restoration comes to mind. 

1 If so, this decree may provide a link with IG II2, 39, a proxeny decree in honor of four citizens of Larisa 
that is dated to 379/8 B.C. 

12 [(aV)r]oV9, [(av)r]ov, [X]<p>vo0[it], for instance. 
13 See Osborne, p. 16. 
14 See Pecirka, pp. 154-159. 
15 See IG II2 4, Index, s.v. crrefEavovv. See also Henry, pp. 22-62, esp. pp. 25-28. 
16 Thus, perhaps, justifying some such restoration as [avaypaarrw 8e o avaypa(tp]vs ev [(TrrtjrXt X)Ollrl]. 

The anagrapheus replaced the grammateus in decree prescripts dated between 321/0 and 319/8 B.C. and 
between 294/3 and 292/1 B.C. (see Meritt, 1977, pp. 170 and 172). Only during the first of these two periods 
was the anagrapheus also designated as the official responsible for having stelai inscribed. In the second period 
no official is designated. 
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Line 12: aptrTr[ov]? or, perhaps more likely, the beginning of a personal name.17 
Line 13: The second letter is rather small for an omicron and may contain a central dot: thus, the reading 

may be [---]v ro-vat rather than what I have printed above. 
Lines 15-16: These lines may provide a clue as to the line length, as well as to the meaning of this docu- 

ment. They could be restored as follows, with a line length of 41 letters: 

[eLvaL e avrovs 7rpofEvovs KaL Ev?pyEr]as TroV ij7lO- 
[v ToV 'AOqvaliwvC aiVrTO KaL TOVS eKy6vov]S a[vr&]v Etlv- 

[a b Ka --- ------------------------] 
Presumably, if this restoration is correct, it will be part of an amendment to the first decree, by which these 
honorands were further rewarded by the grant of proxenia. This amendment will have begun in line 11. 

Without internal contextual indicators, this fragment is very hard to date. The script is 
rather spidery and untidy, with very small omicrons; it would not be out of place as late as 
the middle of the 3rd century but might also be at home in the latter half of the 4th centu- 
ry B.C. I believe that it was engraved by the same mason as he who inscribed IG II2, 1176, 
whose fragments have been placed by various editors as early as ca. 360 B.C. and as late as 
ca. 250 B.C. but which has now been proven to be dated in 324/3 B.c.18 

Other documents that I believe to have been carved by this mason are IG II2, 361 and 
362, dated, respectively, to 325/4 and to 324/3 B.C. Undated documents that may be by this 
hand are IG II2, 533 and 543.19 

If the document here discussed is, indeed, dated to the 320's or the 310's B.C., and if 
some form of the ethnic Larisaios is correctly restored in line 7, a context may be provided 
by IG 112, 545, which may, indeed, be by the same hand and whose letter heights and spac- 
ing are, in fact, very close to those of I 4914; that decree is dated in or soon after 321/0 B.C. 

and makes provision for exiles from Thessaly who had fled to Athens after Antipater's 
operations in Thessaly during the Lamian War.20 Thus, ththe honorands of the present docu- 
ment may have been citizens of Larisa, perhaps descendants of one or more of the proxenoi 

17 One of the proxenoi listed in IG II2, 39 (see footnote 11 above) was named Aristippos; the present honor- 
and might be a descendant of this man, if I am correct in suggesting that Larisa is mentioned in line 7. 

18 See R. S. Stroud, "Three Attic Decrees," CSCA 7, 1975 (pp. 279-298), p. 292 (with photograph of 
fragments b, c, and d, pl. 4), on the different dates offered by his predecessors. The inception date of the lease is 
the archonship of Hegesias, 324/3 B.C. (IG II2,1176 + , lines 9-10). IG II2, 361, dated to 325/4 B.C., although 
its letter sizes and spacing are greater than those found in IG II2, 1176, must surely also be the work of this 
mason. 

19 These have a neater appearance and employ a greater vertical spacing, as well as omicrons of slightly 
larger diameter. IG II2, 545, surely dated in 321/0 B.C. or only slightly later, may also be by this hand: it has 
almost the same spacing as I 4914 but has larger omicrons and a neater appearance. I should judge this mason 
to have been more accustomed to working with non-stoichedon documents, such as IG II112, 1176, than with 
stoichedon inscriptions; I 4914, indeed, may be a basically non-stoichedon document in which the mason has 
attempted to "justify" his right margin. This is particular mason may have learned his trade from the man who 
engraved the honorary base IG II112, 223 in 343/2 B.C.: the script of this latter inscription looks, at first sight, 
remarkably like that of IG II2, 1176, but its letters are taller and narrower. A pupil of the mason of IG II2, 
1176 might have been responsible for IG II112, 378, whose date has aroused much controversy and has been 
variously placed in 321/0 or 294/3 (see Osborne, pp. 151-153, D 70, on the various restorations offered for 
the prescript. On balance, 294/3 B.C. seems more in keeping both with the letter forms and with the absence of 
a designated official in the publication formula; on this formula, see my remarks above, footnote 16). 

20 For the most recent discussion of the date of IG II2, 545, see Pecirka, pp. 83-84, who regards the year 
321/0 B.C. as "extremely probable." 
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of 379/8 B.C.,21 who fled to Athens and were granted various privileges, including (a reaffir- 
mation of) the proxenia. The period 321/0-319/8 B.C. is, of course, the time during which 
the anagrapheus replaced the grammateus as the official responsible for the engraving of 
stelai.22 

If the date that I have offered here is correct, the most likely explanation of lines 8-9 is 
that these exiles received enktesis of land and house Kara rTov voiov; the exiles of IG II2, 545 
seem to have been granted enktesis of house alone, on the same terms as metics, and the 

persons honored here, being presumably among the leaders of the exiled Thessalians, might 
well have received the right to hold land as well.23 

5 (PI. 87). A fragment of micaceous Pentelic marble, found in December, 1934 in a marble 

pile near the Civic Offices (H-K 11-14). The left side is partly preserved, as are the top and 
rough-picked back. The top originally bore a crowning molding and projecting fascia, be- 
low a rectangular, centrally placed, relief panel,24 but the fascia and molding have been 
trimmed off, and only the spring of the central relief panel survives, 0.13 m. from the left 

edge of the stele and preserved to a height of 0.015 m. The molding and fascia also project 
outwards above the left lateral, so that it is possible to calculate the original combined height 
of these as 0.07 m. The stele has split diagonally from top left to bottom right along the 
planes of foliation, destroying all but the top of the left side. The face is badly abraded and 
only a few letters are legible. 

P.H. 0.38 m.; p.W. 0.23 m.; Th. 0.122 m. (inscribed part, 0.115 m.). 
Height of letters 0.007 m.; stoichedon, with a horizontal checker of 0.0148 m. and a vertical checker 
of 0.0146 m. 

Agora Excavations Inventory I 2173 

HONORS FOR A FRIEND OF KING DEMETRIOS 

fin. s. IV a. ZTOIX. 49? 
12 20 

[E7rt ........... apXovro, frt ......... ......... . 

] 

[TrpvTraveasq, . . .. .ypaJk.aTrevev, . .] 
49 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... 

[.. 
11 

. . rT?S 7rpvravetas' EKKXr)rt`a Kvpta' T&V TpO bpwv E]- 

18. ........ 5 [7T?[r].f[t?v ........ 1 Kal (rTvlrpod[pot' 'bofev riZ]- 

21 See footnotes 11 and 17 above. Another Athenian honorific decree for a citizen of Larisa is IG II2, 353, 
dated to 329/8 B.C.; the circumstance in which this man was honored is unknown. 

22 See footnote 16 above. 
23 See Pecirka, p. 83: "It is without doubt, however, that this decree [IG II2, 545] gave the Thessalians a 

similar status to that of privileged metics." A similar case seems to have arisen during the 420's, when Potamo- 
doros and Eurytion, the Athenian proxenoi at Orchomenos, came to Athens as exiles, probably in the winter of 
424/3 B.C., after the Athenian defeat at Delion (IG I3, 73), and again in 412/1 B.C. (IG I3, 97; see also M. B. 
Walbank, Athenian Proxenies of the Fifth Century B.C., Toronto/Sarasota 1978, pp. 252-253 and 383-384); 
Eurytion may have come back to Athens, once more in exile, in 383/2 B.C., after the Spartan coup in Boiotia 
(IG I12, 37; see also M. B. Walbank, "An Athenian Decree Re-considered: Honours for Aristoxenos and 
another Boiotian," Echos du monde classique/Classical Views, n.s. 1, 1982 [pp. 259-274], p. 271, note 30). 

24 IG I3, 91 is an example of this type of stele. 
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[l] [E -------------------- 7 TE E ) ---]- 

av[ . .................. 4... ....................... [.]av[ ....... ..4.. 

] 

[.]KX7qr[ ................... ..... ................... 

[.]O v Pa [ .. . . . ... . . . .,.,. . .. . .]. . . . . ..... . . . .] 
[.]KVqr[ .. 4 

]A[ ....... 39 .. .] 

[.]A[.]HAKAIYH[.]A[ .7 

] 

[. ]v[.]ov .].A'o [ .........].A ...........................] [.]Avo[.]-AKAIYo[.[. [ .. ........... ......................] 
[. ]xeV.[..... . ......... ............. ........ ] 

[. ],,vo/t [.] [.][ ............ ]39 - -................- ] 15 [.] ~~ ~a~ .]( r[[.N Lo ............ ....? 3. ..............] 
15 [. .] avr7il. Ka e[Kyvol? .............. . .......... . . 

[.]VKeW[..],[. .] . . ].or[ ............. . . v] 

[av] Ei8[(oL] 7raV[TEs OTOL av EVVOL Ot VTe (pLXiorTl vTaL ES rTv 8^]- 

[txo]v rov 'AO7rva[L']wv [orL o6 b8josq aTroSbLo800v XapLras KaraTias r]- 

[(a,,] ?.V,.p[y]eT[7,]pa.. TV ............... ... .. ....] 

Lines 1-4: Nothing can be read in this space. I have assumed a line of 49 letters (from my restorations of 
lines 17-19 below). 

Line 5: The right hasta of eta and part of the vertical of phi survive. 
Line 6: The apex of delta is preserved, as are both apices of mu. 
Line 8: The left tip of the horizontal of tau survives. 
Line 9: The left tip of the horizontal of tau is preserved; in the fifth stoichos to right of this the apex of a 

triangular letter is visible. 
Line 10: The top of iota and the left half of omega survive. The King is, presumably, Demetrios. 
Line 11: Only the tops of most of these letters survive. 
Line 12: The top left corner of epsilon is preserved; in the third and fifth stoichoi to the right of nu the 

apices of two triangular letters are visible. 
Line 13: The left upper corner of epsilon and the top of omicron survive; after pi the tops of omicron and 

of a triangular letter are visible. 
Line 15: The upper left corner of epsilon survives. For the restoration, cf. IG II2, 391, line 9. There are, 

however, no grounds for following this document all the way and thus assuming the validation of an earlier 
grant of Athenian citizenship. 

Line 16: The right hasta of nu survives. 
Line 17: The apex of alpha and the right hasta of nu survive. For the restoration, cf. IG II2, 423, 

lines 2-3. 
Line 18: The apex of alpha and the left half of omega are preserved. After omega, the bottom of the left 

hasta of nu survives. For the restoration of this and of line 19, cf. IG II2, 586 + 392, lines 6-7 (= 392, 
lines 2-3). 

The hand, letter height, and spacing are identical with those of Agora I 5884.25 On the 

assumption that the year is the same but that the date is different, I should restore lines 1-2 
as follows: 

25 Published by W. K. Pritchett and B. D. Meritt, The Chronology of Hellenistic Athens, Cambridge, 
Mass. 1940, pp. 7-8 (= SEG XXI, 334). These editors made no attempt to restore the name of the orator in 
I 5884, lines 9-10; I suggest that he may have been [HIvOobwpos NlK]o(rrpaT[ov 'AXapvevs]. This man was the 
son of PA 11026, NLKoo-rparos III; see J. K. Davies, Athenian Propertied Families 600-300 B.C., Oxford 
1971, p. 484. 
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a. 307/6 a. ZTOIX. 49 

[e 'zAva6tKparovs apyoVT0os9, E 7T r7Tf ....................] 

[7rpvravetas, it Avo1tas NoOt'wrrov AlotpEvs eEypa.LarvTEVE, ..] 

6 (P1. 88). A fragment of faintly blue, micaceous Pentelic marble, found on March 17, 1932 
in a marble pile in the west part of the Market Square (H-K 8-11). It is broken all around 
and at the back. 

P.H. 0.17 m.; p.W. 0.088 m.; p.Th. 0.021 m. 

Height of letters 0.007 m.; stoichedon, with a horizontal checker of 0.012 m. and a vertical checker of 
0.0146 m. 

Agora Excavations Inventory I 200 

HONORS FOR UNKNOWN PERSONS 

fin. s. IV a./ init. s. III a. ITOIX. 

[-----G[0 ------------------------ -- --I] 
-- a[ ][----------- [- - - -]vXat - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -] 

[- - - -][ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -] 

[- - - -] - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -] 
5 [--]po,[------------------] 

[- - - -]EvO[ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -] 

[ ]P._oe I- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --- - - - - 
[- - -]~10[ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -] 
[---]----------------------------] 

[----][ -----------------------------] 

10 [- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -] 
[----]o[-----------------------------] 

Line 1: The single circular letter surviving here has a definite central dot. 
Line 3: The top of a central vertical survives: I restore [Ka]. 8EK[arEtL]. 
Line 4: The top of the right hasta of nu survives at the left; at the right edge is a diagonal stroke that seems 

too steep to be a part of alpha, delta, or phi; there is no trace of any letter stroke at the bottom of this stoichos, so 
that the likeliest reading is mu. 

Line 5: The upper left corner of this letter survives (gamma, epsilon, or pi are not excluded from consid- 
eration, as too little of the top letter stroke is preserved for certainty). 

Line 7: The upper part of the loop of rho survives. 
Line 8: There are faint traces before and after phi that may be an epsilon (left) and an alpha (right). 
Line 9: There are faint traces of what may be the tips of the left horizontals of a xi in the stoichos below 

and to the left of the phi of line 8. 

Line 3 contains part of a dating formula, either by the month or by the prytany. Thus, 
this document must be part of a decree of the Athenian State; line 1 will contain the names 
of the Archon and of the prytany, and line 2 will contain the name of the Secretary. The 

script indicates a date at the end of the 4th or the beginnng of the 3rd century B.C. Since, 
during this period, each secretary served for a year according to a generally fixed rota of 
phylai, we should probably seek a year in which Aiantis provided the secretary: the likeliest 
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explanation of the letters YIA in line 2 is that they are the end of a patronymic and the 
beginning of a demotic ([o]v Ia[XA/pEvs]). In the period under consideration, Aiantis pro- 
vided the secretary in the years 324/3, 311/0?, 306/5, 295/4, 291/0, 279/8, 267/6, and 
257/6 B.C.26 Of these, ifthe demotic is, indeed, Phalereus, all are excluded (because the 
secretary is known to have come from a deme other than Phaleron) except 311/0, 306/5, 
and 295/4 B.C. The secretaries in the first two of these years are unknown; in 295/4 B.C., 

however, the secretary was copodeos 'Apl-ro. . vov 4aAXrpev.27 Thus, this man becomes 
the obvious candidate for the present document. Of course, it is by no means impossible that 
the letters preserved in line 2 derive from a simple name or patronymic, for instance, Eu- 
phanes: the only occasion during the period under consideration in which this name is at- 
tested as that of a secretary is, in fact, 324/3 B.C.,28 but restoration of this name in line 2, and 
that of the archon for that year, Hegesias, in line 1, creates insuperable problems of spacing. 
Another year with an otherwise unknown man of this name as secretary is not to be ruled 
out, of course, but the simplest and therefore perhaps the best solution is to restore the 
names of the archon and secretary for 295/4 B.C. The prytany will be either Erechtheis or 
Hippothontis, since the theta of line 1 is certain. 

Such a series of restorations creates further problems in lines 3 and 4, however: there 
will not be sufficient space in line 3 for the name of the month nor in line 4 for the phrase 
eKKXr al a (or a variant of this). It is not unknown during the 330's and 320's for one or both 
of these to be omitted,29 but I do not know of any case of either being omitted during the 
early 3rd century (except IG 112, 680, in which the phrase rKKrA'la is omitted, along with 
the proedroi formula). 

I therefore restore tentatively lines 1-6 as follows: 
a. 295/4 a. ITOIX. 42 

[mrl N aKooTparov apXovros, Emrl mTj EpEX][[eTos EKT?]- 

[s 7rpvravEias, It AcopoOeos 'ApLOro. .vo]v sa[A7pE?vs Ey]- 

[pap,qurEvEV, a' - eTL 8eKa, -- - --Ka]f 8K[arc rs ]- 

[pvraQLavd TCOV TTpOebpwv E77TE?l4t]>?v [. .......] 

5 [. . KaL 8V.7TpOc8L po 0 3O^V rTtl 8w]tr Ip6 f3[ovos?. . O ?.] 

[------- el--rev] 

The restoration offered here for the end of line 1 is the only one possible: any other 
combination of prytany and numeral is too long for the space available, if ?KKX7Koaia is omit- 
ted in line 4, and insufficiently long, if it is included. Thus, the month name omitted from 
line 3 will be <Hooet8?c^vo9>, the sixth month of the lunar year.30 Only two dates can be 

26 See Meritt, 1977, pp. 169-175. 
27 Meritt, 1977, p. 172. 
28 Meritt, 1977, p. 169. 
29 Month name omitted: IG 12, 348, 354, 356, 357, and 360; EKKX710ia formula omitted: IG II2, 351, 353, 

360, 365, 366, 380, 382, and 388. 
30 Intercalation of a thirteenth month, if it took place, normally occurred after the end of Poseideon (see 

B. D. Meritt, The Athenian Year, Berkeley/Los Angeles 1961, p. 5). Thus, in the period of the twelve phylai, 
the sixth prytany and Poseideon, the sixth month, would have been virtually conterminous. 
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restored to fit the space available: <Poseideon>, 13 = Prytany VI, 16 (day 161 in both cal- 
endars) or <Poseideon>, 16 = Prytany VI, 19 (day 164).31 Neither of these is known to be a 
festival day, but Poseideon 16 is attested as a probable meeting day for the Ekklesia in 
352/1 B.C. (and also in 323/2 B.C.?).32 

Proboulos (the orator of line 5) may be [Hpd?]f3ovXos' Kr?tcr0-Evs or a descendant.33 
The epistates of the proedroi may be one of the several men named Theomnestos who are 
attested for the period.34 

It is unlikely, I believe, that the letters POSE in line 7 derive from any formula involv- 
ing the grant or holding of the proxenia; in the period under consideration grants of proxe- 
nia are usually placed near the end of the decree, after a recital of the honorand's services. It 
is possible that the honorand was already a proxenos and that this was included in the 
recital of his services; in this case, we might adapt the formula that is found in IG II2, 467, 
lines 4-6: ETret8l nomen 7Tpoeevos wV rov yriov Trov 'AQrvai'wv La areAXEL flos wv Kat 

evvovs roI k rcotl 'Ai 0r) alcov. As it stands, however, this formula is too long for the 

space available, and, in any case, if it is used precisely as it is in IG II2, 467, there will be too 
much space after the name of line 6 for a single honorand to be involved. Even in the plural, 
this formula will not fit the available space. Thus line 7, I believe, contains the name (or the 
patronymic) of a second (or even a third) honorand: proxenia is not involved. Similarly, in 
line 8 it is tempting to restore [EravcE'fraL Kat oTr]Efa[vSo-aL EKacrro avrwv XpvoSiL (0aX- 
Xov?) o-reqacvoL], but I doubt whether this formula would be found so early in such a decree 
as this.35 

7 (PI. 88). A fragment of micaceous Pentelic marble, found on July 17, 1947 in a modern 
house wall above the Civic Offices (I 11). The stipple-dressed left side and the rough-picked 
back are preserved, but the face is badly abraded, and few letters are legible. There is an 
apparent vertical, uninscribed space above line 1. 

P.H. 0.26 m.; p.W. 0.18 m.; Th. 0.155 m. 

Height of letters 0.005-0.006 m.; non-stoichedon, with a vertical checker of 0.011 m.; the horizontal 
spacing is 0.002-0.005 m. 

Agora Excavations Inventory I 5923 

31 On the question as to whether 295/4 B.C. was an ordinary or an intercalary year, see B. D. Meritt, op. 
cit., pp. 26-33; he argued there that 295/4 B.C. was an intercalary year. Unfortunately, all that my proposed 
new equation shows is that no adjustments to the calendar of this year (by the insertion of extra days) had been 
made up to Poseideon 13: the lunar months had alternated 30 and 29 days, and the first six prytanies had each 
had 29 days (on the lengths of lunar months and prytanies during the period of the twelve phylai, see ibid., 
pp. 135-166). 

32 On the meeting days of the Ekklesia during Poseideon, see J. D. Mikalson, The Sacred and Civil Calen- 
dar of the Athenian Year, Princeton 1975, pp. 87-97 (pp. 91-92, for Poseideon 16). 

33 PAN, p. 146. 
34 Agora XV, p. 406. 
35 The crown formula always seems to follow a recital of the honorand's services, often a recital of some 

length; see Henry, pp. 7-11. 
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A DECREE OF THE YEAR OF CHARINOS 

a. 291/0 a. Non-ETOIX. ca. 67-71 
17-21 1, 

[rTL X]apivo[v] ap[xovros, 7 rT 7rfs ..................... .l 7TpraveLa, 7L OorTL/os .a...]- 

[... Tp]tKo[pVr-los eypalladTrevev, .............. . 4 ........ .... ... r. r pvTav]- 
[Ic ^ "i \ r ^ " 7ij npc >w n ~ilY <i/19-23 % ? > 

[ELda eK]KA[7-.La- rv 7TpOebpwv E7TE?f)LEV......... ....... a.... Kat vL7rpobpt 1- 

[80o6E]v TE[L /3]oV[A]E[L KCaL TJL? btkt- -------_-__-------------E- -TEV7bEL ----] 

5 [23.]EA[?---------------------------------------------------] 
[..6-7.. .]o[------ ------------- 

[ ]IN[-----------?----------------------------] 
11- 12 ]O[? 

0l]t[. . o1[2 .. .]0[----------------------------------------?_3.] [. 9! Xog [2-3]^[2-3 -[_ __________________ ___________________] 
10 

[.. . .. . . Xo]A .[p] .], [] 

[..56.. ] KaXAAoov [---------------------------------------------] 
[. . _7 . .]a [ ---------------------------------------------] 

15 [...7-8 . ..]y Aa[ ------------------------------------------- ] 
[. .7-8...]I[.]N[---__________ ____________________---------------------------- 

Line 1: The right foot of alpha survives at the left; at the right, the apex of alpha and the bottom of the 
vertical of rho are visible. 

Line 2: The top of iota survives; the vertical and the tips of the arms of kappa are visible. 
Line 3: The tip of the upper arm of kappa survives, as does the apex of lambda. 
Line 4: The top of the left hasta of nu survives at the left. After tau, the traces on the stone resemble more 

the left half of an omega but one that has a vertical side and a flat top. The apparent left foot of this character 
is, in fact, a much shallower and random cut, and, as the photograph clearly shows, this letter is an epsilon: the 
central horizontal is partly preserved. Iota has disappeared, but the abraded area to the right of epsilon has a 
vertical straight edge that may represent the left side of iota. The beta likewise has disappeared, but the abrad- 
ed area contains depressions at top and bottom that may represent the loops of beta. Omicron is virtually 
complete, although very faint, and both diagonals of upsilon survive. The lambda has perished, but there are 
faint traces, apparently of an epsilon, in the next stoichos. 

Lines 5-9: Very little is visible in these lines: I print only those letter traces in which I have any confi- 
dence at all. 

Line 11: The right end of the top diagonal of the second sigma survives: an apparent vertical to left of this 
is, in fact, a random scratch that extends above and below the stoichos. 

Line 13: The tips of the arms of kappa survive; the apex of the second lambda is visible. 
Line 15: The upper diagonal of sigma survives. 
Line 16: The top of iota survives. 

The restorations of lines 1 and 2 derive from the prescript of I 6703,36 from which the 
forename and demotic of the Secretary are known. In line 2, it might be possible to restore 

[e]KO[to-TEt] instead of the Secretary's demotic, but this would involve a line of ca. 100+ let- 
ters and would also create insoluble problems of space filling in lines 3 and 4. 

The nature of this document cannot be ascertained with certainty, but the presence of 

36 Published by B. D. Meritt, "Greek Inscriptions," Hesperia 26, 1957 (pp. 51-97), pp. 53-54, no. 10; for 
the date, see Meritt, 1977, p. 172. 
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forenames, patronymics, and demotics in lines 10-15 suggests that we may have here a 
decree in honor of a board or college. A partial analogy may be provided by IG II2, 676, a 
decree of the year 273/2 B.C. that praises a commission that had been elected to cooperate 
with the Priest in making sacrifices to Zeus Soter and Athena Soteira.37 The text of that 
decree, which has a line length of 35 letters, occupies 11 lines (after the prescript), and a 
further 91/2 lines are taken up with a list of names, arranged by forename, patronymic, and 
demotic but not in tribal order. In the present document, whose line length is approximately 
twice that of IG II2, 676, lines 4 (end) to 9 may be taken up with the text of a similar decree, 
while the next 5, probably 6, lines contain the names of those being praised: only one demot- 
ic is preserved (line 12), so that it is not possible to say whether these names were arranged 
in tribal order. Moreover, these names are in the nominative (lines 10, 11, 12, and 14), 
whereas those of IG II2, 676 are in the accusative; thus, the text of the decree cannot have 
been exactly like that of IG II2, 676. 

If I am correct in identifying this document as a decree in praise of a board or college, it 
seems reasonable to suggest that it was passed, as was IG II2, 676, in the last month and last 
prytany of the year.38 Another, virtually identical decree of 272/1 B.C. was in honor of a 
similar commission, and this, too, was passed in the last month and last prytany of the 
year.39 Thus, I have tentatively restored lines 1-2 as follows: 

[eCt X]aplvo[v] ap?[XovTro, e7r T rjs ..... . 8.2 .. . .8ofeKarrs 7rpvravELta, 7L O"rETtoaOS .a .. A]- 

[... S Tp].Ko[povrLos EypalLAaTrEvEV, ZKLppoopLvOs' .........72. .. . . ..... r... . pvrav]- 

If the restoration is correct, we may, indeed, go further. Since the year 291/0 B.C. was a 
normal, not an intercalary, year,40 the space available in lines 1 and 2 presents only two 
choices of restoration: [ALyeisos (or OLvETr os) in line 1, and [EV8eEKaTEL, E8VEKarEL] in line 2, 
or ['I7TrT7rowvTribo] in line 1, and [tvELI KaCt vLa, TplaKoCTrE] in line 2; an apparent third 
choice, [tocbEKaret, 8oWEcKaTie], in line 2 is ruled out, because Skirophorion 12 was a festival 
day, on which the Ekklesia did not meet.41 

8 (PI. 88). A fragment of micaceous Pentelic marble, found on June 11, 1947 in destruction 
debris on the floor of the Civic Offices (I 12). It is broken all around and at the back. There 
is an uninscribed vertical space of 0.028 m. below the last line. 

P.H. 0.062 m.; p.W. 0.041 m.; p.Th. 0.019 m. 

Height of letters 0.005-0.006 m.; non-stoichedon, with a vertical checker of 0.01 m. 

Agora Excavations Inventory I 6005 

DECREE OF THE ATHENIAN STATE 

ante med. s. III a. Non-ITOIX. ca. 70? 

[- ----- - e r avaypac'iv] T [S- oTrA7\/S e,pl-ial TOV TEWL 7 lt r OLKjT-EL - - bpaXI'hsa EK] 
[rTv KaTa rl'flkaTaa avaXltoKo]vwv [To avaAo]za -----------------------] 

37 For the date, see Meritt, 1977, p. 173. 
38 IG II2, 676, lines 2-6. 
39 Meritt, op. cit. (footnote 36 above), pp. 54-55, no. 11. 
40 See Meritt, 1977, p. 172. 
41 See Mikalson, op. cit. (footnote 32 above), p. 170. It was the festival of Skira. 
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[ -----------------]o[ ---------- v[------------ 
vacat 

Line 1: The left hasta of eta survives at the right edge. 
Line 2: The third preserved letter is definitely an omega, rather than an omicron: compare this with the 

omicron of line 3. The feet of the omega have been omitted (or, rather, drawn in to form its base), as often 
occurs in documents of this date. The left hasta of nu survives. I doubt whether this line should be restored to 
read [7rpo]?E'vwv: apart from the difficulty of devising a restoration that would fit this, the fragment clearly 
derives from the end of a decree, where the formula for the recovery of the cost of inscription would normally 
be found. The drachma formula might be omitted, as in IG II2, 707, thus allowing for a line length of ca. 60 
letters, instead of ca. 70 letters. 

Line 3: It might be possible to restore here the formula by which an honorand is invited to dinner at the 
Prytaneion: [KaA'ai e Ka ----- K7T? ?6ita (or bet7rvov?) eS TO TpvTaveloov Els av .p]ov. Depending upon 
whether he was invited to xenia or to deipnon, the honorand might be either a foreigner or an Athenian.42 

9 (PI. 88). A fragment of blue-gray Hymettian marble, found on March 14, 1936 in late 
Roman fill north of the Odeion (M 8). The stipple-dressed left side is preserved, with a left 

margin of 0.006-0.007 m. 

P.H. 0.086 m.; p.W. 0.084 m.; p.Th. 0.027 m. 

Height of letters 0.006 m.; non-stoichedon, with a vertical checker of 0.0104 m. 

Agora Excavations Inventory I 3755 

HONORS FOR A PROXENOS 

fin. s. III a. Non-ITOIX. 

o[?--------------------- ] 
bvvar[rat - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -] 

7TpofEvot[s? - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ]- 
(TaVTWV T7r2 [ - - - - - - - - - - -----------] 

5 Oepovs rov[s? - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -]- 
pLv E7Wpv [rVevev ? - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -] 

[A]arvp[ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -] 

Line 1: The bottom of omicron is preserved; because of its size, theta is ruled out. 
Line 2: 0.003 m. to the right of delta is the bottom of a vertical stroke; 0.004 m. to the right of this is 

another vertical, preserved almost to the full height of the stoichos. The stone breaks on an angle, but the break 
seems to preserve parts of the diagonal stroke of a nu. After this break, the bottom of the right leg of a triangu- 
lar letter survives, followed by a small vertical cut that may be the bottom of a tau. 

Line 3: A vertical stroke is preserved to half the height of the stoichos, but it is impossible to say whether 
this is an iota or the left leg of a nu or other letter. 

Line 4: A vertical stroke is preserved to the full height of the stoichos; there is an angled cut on the break 
to the right of its top that may be a random mark or else the start of the diagonal of a nu. 

Line 6: To the right of rho there is an abraded area that contains two diagonal marks whose angles and 
spacing are appropriate to the arms of an upsilon, but they are so damaged that it is not possible to say whether 
or not they are letter strokes. 

42 On the invitation formula, see, most recently, Henry, pp. 262-278 (pp. 271-275, for the distinction be- 
tween deipnon and xenia). 
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Line 7: The second preserved letter may be pi or gamma; the second vertical stroke, if it is a pi, is set, not 
at the end of the horizontal but halfway along it, and is deeper at its bottom than it is at its top. Despite this, it 
has clearly been made with two separate cuts, as a letter stroke would be, so that I regard it as an intentional, if 
misplaced, letter stroke, not a random mark. Thus, I print this as a pi, not a gamma. The next letter is clearly 
an upsilon, while the loop and upper part of the vertical of rho survive in the next stoichos. To the right of this, 
there seems to be a vertical cut at the top of the stoichos, which I interpret as the top of an iota. 

The letter traces in line 7 are best interpreted as parts of a name: an obvious candidate is 
Lapyris. A man of this name, the son of Kallias of Kleonai, was an Athenian proxenos in 
323/2 B.C.43 The name is so rare that it is a reasonable hypothesis to assume that this Lapy- 
ris was a descendant of the proxenos of 323/2 B.C. This hypothesis is strengthened by the 
mention in line 5 of theoroi: the 4th-century proxenos, too, was involved with theoroi, proba- 
bly the Athenian theoroi at the Nemean Games.44 

If I am correct in regarding the honorand of the present document as a descendant of 
Lapyris son of Kallias of Kleonai, we have here a unique sequence of Athenian proxeny 
decrees, since the decree of 323/2 B.C. included provisions for its engraving upon the same 
stele as that on which was inscribed the proxeny of Lapyris' ancestor (probably grand- 
father) Echembrotos. The stele for Echembrotos also survives,45 but this is not the stele 
upon which IG II2, 365 was, in fact, engraved. The present document cannot be a part of 
IG II2, 365 either, since, although the marble types are identical, the stele of IG II2, 365 is 
virtually complete and preserves all of its left side. Thus, we apparently have three separate 
stelai: for Echembrotos; for his grandson(?) Lapyris; and for Lapyris' descendant, another 
Lapyris. The letter forms of the present document are appropriate to the late 3rd cen- 
tury B.C. 

MICHAEL B. WALBANK 
THE UNIVERSITY OF CALGARY 

The Department of Classics 
2500 University Drive N.W. 
Alberta, Canada T2N 1N4 

43 IG II2, 365. 
44 IG II2, 365, lines 7-8 and 35-36; see M. B. Walbank, "The Decree for Lapyris of Kleonai (IG 22. 365)," 

in Classical Contributions: Studies in honour of Malcolm Francis McGregor, G. S. Shrimpton and D. J. 
McCargar, edd., Locust Valley 1981 (pp. 171-177), p. 174. 

45 IG II2, 63; for the publication clause in IG II2, 365, see lines 45-49. 
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PLATE 86 

1 a. E.M. 6989 

1 b. I 4477 

MICHAEL B. WALBANK: GREEK INSCRIPTIONS FROM THE ATHENIAN AGORA 



VIODV0 NVINMHIV tHHL INOIA SNOILdIUDSNMI atah3 :NMVIVqVM '* 1tVH3DIIj 

;LZ I ' 

IP-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~'~- 

l6b7 I '; 

L9Zc I ' 

P9Z *INa V Z 

08SZ I q Z 

L8 aiV1d 

J- ,, 



VHODV NVINHJLHV tHH IHO-d SNOIddIF3SNJI MaaUD :MNvVIvM '*g T3VHDIW 

S?f I '6 

S009 I '8 

?Z6 I 'L 

OOZ I '9 

88 3ALV1d 
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